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The objective of this program w2s to determine the effect of sedi ments 
on aqueous solutions of selected United States Air Force (USAF} hydroc r on 
fuels. Effects of sediment type, organic carbon content, pH, temperature and 
salinity on interaction of dissolved hydrocarbons with sediment were s i d. 
The results of this work can be used to estimate the role of sediment-
hydrocarbon interaction tenns in fate models of aqueous systems, such as the 
Env1ronr.1ental Protection Agency "EXN1S" model. 
Adsorption of hydrocarbons on sediments was the major in eraction 
stu ui ed , and the possible formation of chemical reaction products duet 
ox1dat 1on, photolysis, or surface catalysis was investigated. AF distillate 
fuels (JP-4 shale, JP-4 petroleum, JP-5, JP-8 and OMF2} and high densit 
fuEls (JP-9, JP-10, RJ-5 and RJ-6) were used in this program. Since t c 
d st ill ate fuels are extremely complex mixtures which are not ~ompletely 
separable for analys1s, 15 component hydrocarbon mixtures were used to 
si mulat these fuels . Particular components were selected spanning t e 
bo1ling range of the real fuel . These components occur in the real fuel and 
reprcsc .t the hydrocarbon compound classes . Compositions of si .ulated fuel 
mixtures are given in Table 1, which also shows water solubility of each 
co1.1pound determined at a hydrocarbon rii xture to water ratio of 1: 0 CJ. 
Th high density fuels are simple mixture of a f w l1p tic 
hydrocarbons, an complete fue 1 s were used in a 11 experi r;i t s. onpo 1 ti or 
of the high density fuels is shown in Table 2. Three sed1m nts and three 
clays were taken as adsor cnts . Clays ere inc uded beca s they arc n r 
mineral constituents of sediments, and they provide ret~ren ce materials 
available for further studies of aqueous solutions of hydrc~arbons 1th 
sediments. 
There has been little previous study of the in era ction of aqueous 
hydrocarbon solutions with clays and sediments . In rev1ews by Theng (1974) 
and Van Ulphen (1977}, these interact1ons are mentioned, but mos wor has 
been done with polar organic molecules such as pestic1des, herbic1des, and 
hu,ates \'lhich are important to agricultural chemists . Enough litera ure 
exists to establish that sediments and clays do interact with hydrocarbon 
solutions, but interactions uith hydrocarbon mixtures in water solu ions have 
not been stud1ed. The most significant publications on interaction of 
hydrocarbons with sediments are by Means et al . (1980a, 198Ub) and ar1c hoff 
et al . (1979). Rogers et al. (1980) studied the interaction of benzene ith 
montmorillonite clay . The i nfonnation obtained in the present work on 
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TABLE 1. CUMPOSITI N OF SYNTHETIC FUEL MIXTURES (CUfTltUED). 
MF2 
Component Wt% in Mixture Solubilitt {m9Ltl 
n-Undecane 6.3 N.D. 
1,2,3,4-Tetramethylbenzene 7.7 2.49 
Tetralin 8.3 .03 
n-Dodecane 6.4 N.D. 
1-Methylnaphthalene 8.6 3 .14 
Biph nyl 4.3 1.07 
n-Tctradecane 6.5 N.D. 
l,3-D1mcthylnaphthalene 8 .6 0.82 
2,3-0i~~thylnaphthalcne 4.3 0.43 
n-Pentadecane 6.6 . D. 
2,3,5-Trimethylnaphthalene 8.6 .3Q 
Fluorcne 4. .ss 
3,3'- i ethylbiphen yl 8.5 .16 
n-1 cptad cane 6.6 f • D. 
Phenanthrene 4. 3 0. 21 
.0. = below detection limit ( 0.005 mg/1) 
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hyd ocad) n tucl component mixtures is new and can only be comp red in broa 
outline with published results. 
Physical adsorption on the solid is the r.iajor interaction bet.;cen 
~yctroc rbon fuel components and clays or sediments in w ter. Che~1s rption, 
in ·1i h a solute forms chc, ical bonds with the surface, is unlikely b ause 
the hydrocarbons do not have charges or directed bonding orbitals for stro 
bond format10ns. It is probable that London-van der ,1aals forces and 
hy rocarbon-water interactions cause the adsorption of hydrocarbon3 by lays 
and sedi .ents. Aror.iatic hydrocarbons may form sone association of the 
delocalized Pi electrons with mineral surfaces, but strong bonds should not 
be formed. 
Reactions of hydrocarbons from u AF fuels such as decomposition or 
oxidation on the surface of sediments are not expected to be significant over 
short-time intervals without enzymatic catalysis (bacterial degradation). 
However, it is possible that some highly strained cyclic compounds may 
oxidize quite rapidly. 
Adsorption of hydrocarbons from aqueous solution is a conplex process 
whose equilibrium thermodynamics is described by Stur.lll and Morgan (1981). 
There are actually two nolecules adsorbing on the particular mineral surface, 
the hydrocarbon and water, which compete for adsorption sites. In solution. 
the hydrocarbon mo l ecu 1 es are surrounded in a some~,hat i ce-1 i c cage of water 
molecules. 
The free energy of adsorption of a hydrocarbon is given by: 
t Gabs = 6 GY + 6 G~ - 6 Gsolv. 
Where 6 G0 solv. is the free energy of hydration of the hydrocarbon molecule 
in solution, 6 GY is the free energy of adsorption of unhydrated hydroc rbon 
and 6 G~z is the free energy of hydration of the hydrocarbon molecule on the 
solid a sorbent . Hydrocarbons which are less soluble in water tend to adsori:> 
more strongly because they are less easily hydrated. These g neralizat1ons 
do not indicate detailed mechanics of the process of adsorption of a 
hydrocarbon from water solution on a mineral surface. Details of 
int)r1ctions bet en a clay and a single hydrocarbon compound in water are 
not known. The clay min rals contain many different sur ace sites and 
in.:lufo any organic and inorganic impurities. Hydration of the mineral 
surface and the nature of hydrocarbon adsorpt1on s1tes is unknown. The 
situa ion becomes even more c rnplex when real sediments are used as 
a sor ents for sever a 1 hydrocarbons fror.1 water . De ermi na ion of the 
mechanis m of adsorption in this situation cannot be done by existin hods. 
!n der to obtain inforLlation to describe adsorption of hydroc r~ons by 
scdimcrts folloiing fuel releases, an er.1pirical approach based on c uilibriu~ 
thermod1namic analysis is used . The object of this analysis is de er. i at ion 
of an adsorption isothem Hhich relates the concentrat10n of single 
hydrocarbon in the water phase with the amount of the hy rocar o~ adsor cd on 
the sediment at constant temperature. Each point on an adsorption iso h~rm 
is defined by an equilibration of a particular system containing a meas red 
6 
amount of hydrocarbon, water and sediment. W1thout other information on the 
m chanism of adsorption, the shape ot the isotherm provides only a general 
description of the adsorption process . 
Adsorption isotherms can also be detennined with multicomponent 
hydrocarbon solutions used in place of single hydrocarbon solutes . Since 
there is no possibility of elucidating mechanics of these complex systems , it 
1s ass u d here that all isotherms are linear and obey an equation of the 
to s/Cw = 'p, which is a special case of the Freundlich isotherm w1th Kp 
having an exponent of unity . Greenland and Hayes (1981) refer to this as a 
"C type" iso herm. The use of this equation is common to the limited 
literature on hydrocarbon adsorption, and it holds for adsorption from 
aqu ous solution of several other nonpolar compounds by several adsorbent 
mater1als. 
In this and earlier works, deviation from linearity of 1sotherms ha e 
been note 1n som cases. We have chosen not to fit other 1sothe n quati ns 
1n such cases because mechan1sms cannot be obtained to justity isotherm , and 
an e ercise in curve fitting is the only product. In all isotherms, a least 
s ~reline is fitted to the data points and a Kp value calculated . This p 
al ue has been referred to in the literature as a Freundlich constant, a 
part 1ti on coefficient and an adsorption constant. The latter term 1s used 
in this report. 
e sur ement of Cw, the solution concentration of hydrocarbons, 1s direct 
cr1bed later in this report. s, thew ight of hydroc rbon pr unit 
f sorbent. w . surd indirectly hecause of d1 f1cultics in 
10n of volatile hydrocarbon from adsorbent an in separ t1on of alt 
au ous hase from the adsorbent . The weight o hydrocarbon sorbcd 1s 
c tcul a c fro m the d1ff r nee betw en the initial solution co cen ration and 
t hat asured at equilibrium with the adsorbent. This techn1 ue has been 
used by Karie ho fetal. (1979) and many others. 
In this work, complete adsorption isotherms were run in both fr sh and 
ocean salin1ty \ater at 20°C and natural pH of each adsorben sed. p's at 
oth rt mpcratures and ph values were calculated from s1ngl u1l1brat1on 
pcri m~nts, assuming isotherm linearity, with the origin bin the other 
point used to establish the slope p of the isother1:1. uch single data 
points are sufficient for comparison with the isotherms at 20°C and natural 
pH. 
There is a dependence between solubility of a neutral organic sorbate 
and 1ts ads rption constant on a substrate, which is often expressed as 
rau e's rule . In general, K is higher for compounds of low solubility . 
Fi ure shows this general relation for the compounds in fuel mixtures used 
in this pro~ran and demonstrates that the relation is only approximate due to 
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Solubility of Compounds from Fuel Mixture vs Adsorption Constants 
of these Compounds on Harsh Sediment in Distilled Water. 
SECTIOt II 
MATERIALS AD METHODS 
Clays used in this study were: standard Georgia Kaolinite (API Project 
49, umber 3); standard Wyo~ing Montnorillonite (Bentonite) {API Project 9, 
t~umer 26) obtained from ards Scientific, and Silver Hill, Montana; standard 
lllite obtained from the Clay Mineral Repository of the University of 
lissouri. All clays were washed twice in methanol and baked at 6U0 for 12 
hours prior to use . atural sc iments were obtained from three local aquatic 
environments . 
1. Salt 1arsh: from a local salt riarsh (salinity - 25%} 
2. Haynes Pond: from a fresh water pond in Gloucester County, irg1n1 
• Poropotank River: taken from this river n ar the hea o the salt 
intrusion 
All scd1m~n s ~ere fr0czc-dricd shortly a ter collection. ize or ic 
c rbon cont nt characteri tics arc listel in Table 3. In all e r1m nt , 
only the silt clay fraction o the Salt Marsh and Poropotan sedim nts were 
used, while the whole Hynes Pond sediment was used. 
uel simulation mi turcs -1ere chosen to span th bo1l1n r nge o 
el bein~ moctele as w 11 as represent the typical co~ponents oun 111 
complete fuels . Chro ~tographic separation was also considered. Stand r 
co 1poun s were purchas ron Aldrich Chemical, and co ponents were a de in 
approximately e ual amo nts . saturated solutions were m de in the apparatus 
shm n in Figure 2 by add1n 1 1 of uel mi ture or h fuel itself to l 1 of 
water and stirring gently w1th a ma nctic stir bar so as to avoid drople 
forr:1at1on, the necessity or f ·ltering or centrifugat1on of solutions. 
Stirrin at controll t mp~ra ure as e ccted for 24 ours , follo cj by 24 
hours of settling prior o solution rcmo al . E 1ci ncy o th1s t ch 1 ue 
Ha d mon tr t~d by obta1nrng excellent agr cm nt with publlsh d srngl 
component solubilities or n-nonanc, l ,3,5-tr1methylben enc, naphtha! nc and 
biphenyl using these conditions . 
Solutions were delivered into 25 ml Corex centri ugc tubes con aining 
weighed amounts of clay or sedi ent and the tubes -1ere i .cdiately closed 
with aluminu~ foil - lined caps . Volumes of solu ions were detennined by 
weighing the tubes before and after solution addition, and all tubes ere 
filled as full as possible to avoid head space loss of the more volatile 
components. For each isothenn of natural sediments, five different weights 
of sediment were used, and a control with no sediment was run to obtain 
9 
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Figure 2. Apparatus for Preparation of Aqueous Solutions of 
Hydrocarbons. 
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initial concentrations . The individual clays showed low adsorption even with 
the maximum possible amount of clay, and, consequently, the concentration of 
solution was varied by dilution of the saturated solution. In this case, a 
control was run for each dilution . After adding the solution, the tubes were 
shaken or 16 hours on a Burrell wrist-action shaker with the tubes ins1de an 
incubator at controlled temperature . Preliminary experiments indicated that 
shaking for 24 to 48 hours produced no further adsorption. After sha 1ng, 
the equilibration tubes were centrifuged at 10, 00 RCF for approximately 30 
minutes in an !EC refr1 gerated centrifuge at the appropriate temperature . 
T enty ml of solution was taken from each with a pipet and delivered directly 
into a separatory funnel containing 1 ml of hexane. Each sample was 
extracted twice with 1 ml portions of hexane, and thee tracts were combined 
for analysis . Where volume reductions of extracts were necessary, they were 
done under a gentle stream of nitrogen at room temperature after internal 
standard addition. 
All chromatograms were integrated and stored on disc wi ha 
H wle t-Packard 3354 Laboratory Automation System. ,e integration program 
1dent fi d and quantified concentrations of component peaks and stored 
processed da a f1les for calculation of 1sothenns. 
All samples were chromatographed on temperature prograrmicrt ar1 n 3700 
gas chro atographs eqJippcd with glass capillary columns coated 1th SE-52 
and fla Me ion1zation detectors . The JP5 samples were injected -col nd 
quantitatcd by means of absolute response factors with an external sta 
cont inrng all the compounds in the mixture. The JP8 F2 and syntllct c 
fu ls w re injected splitless and quantitated with an internal tanda d usin 
r l Jt 1 e response factors. Chromatographic conditions are 1 is d be l lW. 
Initial Temp. Final Temp. Program Rate Internal Sta c1ard 
JPS 50° l!:>0° 4 "'/min 
JP 50° 150° 4 "'/ in ,ap th l en~ 
F2 50° 210° "/min Phcny le lohe ne 
JPlU 5U0 l 3U0 10" /min n-Undecane 
RJS 50° 200° 10° /min n-Pentadec ne 
The two JP4 simulation mixtures were analyzed using a sparge and rap 
technique, as shown in Figur 3. Th1s met od proved to be user 1 for the 
full boiling range of the fuel, although there Jere some bac ground 
1nterfercnces from the Tenax. Fifty microl1ters of the solution to be 
analyzed and l ml of n- onane in rnethdnol as an internal standard ere 
injected in a glass sparging device which was then heated to 75°~. The 
sample was sparged onto a Tenax trap with helium at a flow of 20 ml/m1n for 
10 inutes, after which the trap alone was swept free of water vapor for an 
additional 10 minutes at the same flow rate . Fallo ing this, the trap was 
inserted in the Gas Chromatograph injector, heated to 0°C and desorbed onto 
the capillary column, which was cooled to -4~°C with liq id n1trogen. After 
a 10-minutc desorption, the oven was rapidly heated to 0°C and th n 




----~ He sparge gas 
Figure 3. Sparge and lrap Apparatus for Collection of Volatile 
Hydrocarbons from Water Solution. 
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Calculation of isotherms was based on the Freundlich adsorption 
isotherm, wh1ch often describes adsorption from solution (Bikerman, 1970), 
and can be expressed as: 
.! = Kelln 
m 
Since most isotherms obtained approached linearity, n was taken as 
unity. The equ1l1brium concentration in solution (C) in ng/ml was obtained 
by analys1s described above. The weight of solute (x) in rams adsorbed by a 
dry weight (m) in grams of adsorbent was calculated from the decrease in 
solute concentration occurring upon equilibration with adsorbent , that is: 
The concentration (C0 ) in mg/ml is obtained by analysis of a solution treated similarly to the adsorption equilibration but containing no 
adsorbent. Volume of the solution in an equilibration is given by (V). 
Adsorption on the walls of the tubes used was shown to e negligible by 
test ith saturated solutions of single hydrocarbons; and any nss1ble 
cont iner adsorption effects cancel, since sim1lar containers an re ments 
are iven solutions with and without adsorbent. 
Five equilibrations, each providing a pair of values (x/n ad C), 
provided data for five-point adsorption isotherms. Isotherms were calculated 
with th laboratory autonat,on system, using BASIC programs. These programs 
al so calculated a least square f1t line (whose slope is the adsorpt1on 
co stant K), calculated the correlation coefficient (r) and produced isothenn 
plot on a Tektronix Model 4662 plotter . 
Acidity of equilibrations was vari d by addition of an ppropr1ate 
ot 1 f'aUH or HCl to the clay or s dime)nt before solut10 a 1 10n, 
and th~ pH o the wat r was rn asurcd after it h I been ract 
Tenpcrature eftccts were investigated by thermostating the sol 10n, clay 
c u1libration and centrifuging temperatures to the desired co, ,on values. 
F~r salt wat r e uilibrations, a solution of 359 aCl d1luted to l t w1th d1 tilled witer was used. Investig tion of org nic car bon eff~cts on 
adsorption was ccomplished y oxidizing a porti n of Sal arsh sed1ment 
with 30% Hz02 tor six hours, lowering the organic carbon content from l.83~ 
to 0.43~. Single point adsorption experiments were then made on a sample of 
this sediment and cQf.lpared to the unoxidized sediment. 
Mod 1 spill experiments were carried out in 1-t bea r f1lled 1th 
distilled water containing a magnetic stirr1ng bar. For each fu 1 stu 1ed 
there was a sample containing only water and 5 ml fu 1 and a sa~ple 
containing water, fuel and 5 g of Haynes Pond sediment . All were en 
stirr d under ambient outdoor condit1ons (20°C-35°C) wi h protect1on roo 
rain and sampled weekly for three wees. 
The reversibility of the adsorption process was in estigated by 
calculating adsorption and desorpt1on constants and comparing them. If the 
two values are the same. within error limits, then the process can be assuraed 
14 
to be reversib e. For each of four replicates, the same amount of marsh 
seji 1 cnt was equilibrated with saturated ~F2 solution for 16 hours, a 
single-point constants ,ere calculated. The solution in the tubes ~as th~n 
replaced with clean water and equilibrated for another 16 hours, thus 
approaching sediment-water equilibrium from the opposite direction. The 
initial amount of hydrocarbons on the sediment was calculated from the 
adsorption constant values and water volu·~s . After correction for 
hydrocarbons in residual water, this value, plus the solution analysis after 
desorption, enabled a constant for the desorption to be calculated. 
15 
1. ISOTHERM EASUREMENTS 
SECTION II I 
RESULTS AND ISCUSSION 
The isotherms whose adsorption constants are reported here are each 
based on five points for conditions of (1) 2U°C. salinity O 0 100 and natural 
pH of adsorbent. and (2) 2u0 c. salinity 35 °100 and natural pH of adsorbent . 
Many isotherms have been produced and adsorption constdnts or each are 
reported in this section. The i sot he rm p 1 ots for each o th se are presented 
~n a microfilm appendix to th1s report as page size reproduct1on is 
1mpractica1. Five-point isotherns were selected to adequat l v define ' 
valu s with reasonable effort and expense. 
Single-point adsorption equilibrations were done with variations 1n one 
of the var1ables , temperature. pH or total organic content . Results o thee 
q11l1brations ere co~pared with isotherm data at 2uu , sal1n1 y O 0 100 and 
n.itural pH in or1r•r to csti ate eff ct of chan1e 1n the above variable Ol 
h dso1pt1on constant . In ord r to obtain a rorpt1on con tan 
c rresponding to single-point equi1ibrat1ons . the slope of the l1ne rom the 
origin to the single point was calculated, yielding an a sorpt1on cons ant . 
This procedure is necessarily 1 ess accurate that deternn ni ng constants rom a 
many-point isotherm, hut 1s sufficient for comparison purposes . Differences 
bet~een adsorption constants under two sets of experime tal cond1tions are 
used to measure the effect of a variable alteration on fuel adsorption . 
Soil-to-water ratios in isotherm measurements varie from 1:6 to 1:6 , 
Ra ios were chosen t produce suffici nt chan e in cone ntration f the 
hy1r L rbons durin quilibration to pe ,it accurate an lys1s an to pr-ovi 
tt1 1 nt wat r volunc 1n the ccntr1fug tubes us d or analys·s . S1nc 
hy rocarbons from fuels are not strongly adsorbed, the a aunts of sed1m nt 
were generally as lar e as poss1ble . This permits b st m asure nt o 
a sorption coeffic1ents of the maxi um number of si ula e fuel co,ponents . 
au 1 conditions of a fuel release might involve different soil-to-water 
rat ·os than used here, but t he adsorption constants apply to equilibrium with 
any soil-to-water ratio . 
In order to measure adsorption constants accurately, saturated solutions 
of fuel components were us din many equil1brations . hen very e fee ·v 
adsorbents were tested on st rongly adsorbing fuels. dilutions of these 
saturated solut1ons were used . aturat1on as used here implies eq il1bration 
o~ a mult1component hydrocarton mixture w1th ater , and the concentrat1ons of 
dissolved hydrocarbons di fe r from those found 1n saturated solutions of 
single hydrocarbons in water . Equil ibrium concent rations of hydrocarbons i n 
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multiconponent sol ut i ons are given approximately by the product of their mole 
fractions and single compound solubilities . The hydrocarbon concentrations 
obtained have been found to depend on the relative amounts of hydrocarbon and 
water phases . In this work a ratio of 1:1000 was used. More research 1s 
needed on the aqueous behavior of hydrocarbon mixtures in aqueous sol tion 
( tufllll and Morgan, 1981), but the hydrocarbon mixture solution preparation 
methods used here provide suitable solute mixtures to serve as sorbates 
simulating dissolved fuel oils in adsorption measurements. 
Adsorption coefficients are presented along with values of the square Qf 
the correlation coefficient (r2) calculated from the isothenn lines . The r2 
value is a measure of the scatter of points or of deviation from a line~r 
Freundlich isothenn . Figure 4 shows isothenns with several different r 
values; an r2 greater than 0.70 indicates sat1sfactory agreement with a 
linear adsorption isothenn . The square of the correlation coefficient as 
used rather than the coeff1cient. because it is more sensitive to the scatter 
of the isothenn data . The use of r2 is consistent with that of Mc ns ct al. 
{1980a). who studied adsorption of higher molec l r weight PAH on scdi nts . 
Sediments and clays used in this program h ve unknown mineral 
conposit1on, organic composition, amorphous oxide content and surface 
properties . Adsorption constants obtained on these materials are 
representative of sediments from different environments and of clays that are 
sediment components, but constants cannot be related to detailed propert1es 
of adsorbent surface. 
Sediments were sieved through a 64 micron screen to assure uniformity of 
particle size and homogeneity of samples. Trial 1sothenns showed regular 
behavior for all sieved sediments except Haynes Pond. The cause of 
irregularity for sieved Haynes Pond sediment is not known. Regular isotherms 
were obtained with unsieved samples. which wer used 1n this study. The 
exclusion of large sediment particles makes little difference 1n adsorption 
measurenents. because this fraction is mostly qu rtz sand which does not 
adsorb hydrocarbons as shown in some trial equ1librations in this program. 
Adsorption on the sieved sediment can be converted appro imately to 
adsorption on the whole sediment by correcting for the sand content of the 
sediment which is given in Table 3. 
2. ADSORPTIO CO ~TA TS AT 2ovc AD NATURAL pH
Results of adsorption isotherms run 1n fresh and salt water are g1ven 1n 
Tables 4-12. Adsorpt1on constants (K) were calculated and reported for each 
fu~l component, and aJsorpt1on const nts for the over 11 nixture (r~po ted 
1 st in each table} were calculated from the total amount of hydrocarbon 
sorbed. In genera 1 , montmori 11 oni te adsorbed more than kao 1 i ni te and 
1ll1te. K values near unity produced poorly defined isothenns , as indicated 
by their r2 values . For some fuels, adsorption on kaolinite or illite was 
very small. For JP4 mixtures, adsorption constants for kaolinite and illite 
were not significant, and since adsorption was so low. some isotherms were 
not produced. Montmorillonite produced measurable adsorption for all fuel 
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19 .3 .671 
lt>7 .8 l 
19:3.4 . 9U2 
19.7 . 32 
16.9 . 367 
137. , .Y7 
63.5 • 86 
0. 8 . 284 
98.3 • ~8 
- 112 .6 . 77 
10. l . 71 
TABLE 5. JP4 PETROLEUM SIMULATIO MIXTURE IN DISTILLED ATER. 
Component Salt Marsh Haynes 
Poropotank 
Pond R1ver 
K r2 K r2 r 2 
Cyclohcxane 41. 7 .751 61.1 13.0 
n-lcp anc 66.5 .7U4 259 -172.2 
Mcthylcyclohexane 35.2 . 993 67.4 55.0 
lolucn 58.4 .575 -14.2 -236 . 1 
p-Xyl enc 33.8 . 883 94.Y 75 . 
lsopropylbcnz ne 38. .972 85.9 86 .1 
1, ,5-Tr imcthylbenzene J8.2 .994 85.6 99.2 
lndan 26 .o .9 7'2.. 7 7 • 9 
apht halene 16.6 .91 20.l . 
- I thylnaphthalene 29 .4 .959 - .6 
JP 31.4 .97b - 8.9 
Montmorillonite I 111 te 
Component K r2 K r2 
Cyclohc nc 20.8 .SU .6 • 5 
n-Heptane 54.6 .897 4.2 .273 
t ylcyc lohexane 16.5 .918 3.2 . 
To 1 • ne 2.8 .6 6 -.2 . 62 
p- lcnc 3.3 .7 -.1 .077 
Isoprop lbcnzenc 5. .8 8 0.2 . 1 7 
1,3, -Trimcthylbenzcn~ .8~ .3 . 71 
In an 1.5 . 08 u .UOl 
'aphthalcne 2. . 2 .. 0.4 .O~b 
2-1 c hyl naphtha 1 ene 8. • 718 1.3 • 22 
JP4 3.3 .6 7 0.2 .172 
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54.8 • 728 
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18. l . 99 
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Poropotank 
Haynes Pond River 
K r2 K r2 
8.4 .461 95.2 
1.4 .02 251 
29.5 .9 3 1 8 . 3 
- 1 . 2 .483 122.4 
14. 2 .599 63 . 9 
10. 5 .799 70.7 
8 .4 . 756 72.4 
1.4 .lo2 3.6 
6. 3 • !:> 5 69.U 
22. 7 . 7~9 122. '1 • y , 
22. 7 .201 90.3 . o5 
TABLE 7. JP4 IMULATION MIXTURE IN DISTILLED WATER. 
Poropo an 
Component Salt Marsh Haynes Pond Riv r 
K r2 K r2 K r2 
1,3,5-Trimcthylbenzene 45.8 .827 -6.3 .933 
1,2,4,5-Tetrarnethylbenzene 51.9 . b 9 J.2 . 539 
1,2,3,4-Tetra~ethylbenzene 40.5 . 566 1.7 .332 
Tetralin 65.7 . 6~8 0 0 
aphthalene n .4 .332 -1. . 582 
2-Methylnaphthalene 84 . lJ .936 5.8 . 901 
Si phenyl 99.6 .9:>2 lu.CJ . 9 5 
2 6-D1·1ethylnaphthalene 197. 3 .9d6 22.3 .985 
2,3-01methylnaphthalene 191.9 .979 17 . 6 • ~8 
Total JPS 59.0 .813 1.3 .2 9 
Montmori 11 oni te 1111 te Kaol 101 te 
Component K r2 K r2 r2 
1' ,5-Tr1mcthylbcnzene 15.6 . 7 3 0 .03 1.0 
l,' ,4,5-1etrarnethylbenzene 2 .0 .8!)6 0.4 .725 u. 
1,2 3, -Tetramethylbenzene 2 . 2 .83 o. .68 0. 5 
ctral1n 17. 9 .8 0. 2 . 52 0.3 
, p1th lcne 15.0 • 778 0.2 . 56 0. 7 
2- 'ethyl naphthalene 30.5 .9'6 u.s . 93 2. 
B 1 p ny l 21.8 .7 6 0.6 . . 7 . 
2 b-D1methylnaphthalene 38. .83 1. 7 :>. 0 . 
2,3- imethylnapht halene 35.4 .94 1.7 1 . 5 
Total JPS 19 .3 .853 0.3 1.2 
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TABLE 8. JPS SIMULATION MIXTURE IN SALT WATER. 
Poropotank 
Component Salt Marsh Haynes Pond River 
K r2 K r2 K r2 
l,J,5-Trimcthylbcnzcne 33.0 . 629 22. 7 , /55 
1,,,4,5-TetraMethylbenzene 50.4 .Ye 27. • 9H, 
1,2.], -Tetra~ethylbcnzene 58.6 . 82B 25. .911 
lctnlrn ').U .679 22.7 • b 
a• lUJlcne Jl.5 . 5 3 19.3 .ti~ 
. -il....:thyl naphtha 1 enc 9::> . 8 .87 U.6 . %2 
Bip 1 cnyl 87.6 • 757 39 . U . • 7 
,ti-Dimethyl naphthalene 252.9 . 9 7 7 . 3 .989 
·, -Di1;it.:thylnaphthalene 223. 7 . 96 bo . U .Y 
Total JPS 56.3 . 733 26.6 , vlH 
Mont moril loni te Ill ite Kaolinlte 
Component K r2 K r2 r2 
1,3,5-Trimethylbcnzene 8 .9 . 802 1.5 .876 2 . 1 .87 
1,2, 5-Tetram thylbenzene 17. 7 . 98) 1.8 .829 2. .878 
1,2 3 -Tetramethylbenzene 13.6 . 967 1.8 • 11 2 . l .85 
Tctralin 10.8 . 9 6 2. 1 .875 1.8 .826 
hthalene 7. 1 .921 1. 6 .8 2 1.6 • 7 3 
2- thylnaphthalene 24 .4 . 9~1 1. 9 . 7 8 2.3 .83 
Bl~henyl 2. 5 .983 3.1 .837 3.5 .8 
2 o-D,nethyl naphthalene 59.8 • 94 3. 1 .9 3. 1 .8 2 
2 , - inethyl napht halene 59.U .988 3.1 . 2 .9 . 9 
Total JP 13.3 • 38 1.9 • 87 2.0 • 36 
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TABLE 9. JPS SIMULATIOt MIXTURE I DISTILL D WATER. 
Component 
p-Et- olucne 
,' • -Tri methylbenzene 
In dn 
1, 5-Triethylbcnzene 
· -, ct l naphtha 1 ene 
1- , hyl naphtha 1 ene 
Phcnylcyclohc ne 
·-. thylnJphth lcnc 
, -01m thylnaphth lcnc 






h lnaph halcne - t 1y l11 phth lcnc 
Ph y cloh ane - hyln phthalene 
• - 1mc hylnaphthalene 
Total JP 
alt Marsh Haynes Pond 
K r2 K r2 
74.3 • 754 0 .2 
72.2 .8 2 1.2 
74.8 .748 1.2 
239 .o .979 30.3 
97.4 .968 8.3 . 
105 .6 • 978 8.7 
273.7 .97 35.0 
20 .9 .9 2 23.6 
i8 . 3 • 73 . 
10 .7 .9 7 6.U 
Montmorillonite I 111 
r2 r2 
9.8 U. 6 
8 .6 . 5 
7 . 0 . 5 
58. 7 1.8 
2 . 6 . 0 . 
9. 0. 7 
77 . 8 1. 
5 • .3 

















2 . 5 o . 
U.2 
2 .5 . 
0 
TABLE 10. JP8 SIMULATi or, MIXTURE I SALT WATER. 
Component 
p-Et- olucnc 
1,2, -Tri methylbcnzene 
lndan 
1 ~.~-Tricthyl en_ene 
2- i thylnaphthalene 
1-~ dhylnaphthal ne 
Ph nylcyclohc ane 
2-Ethylnaphthalcne 
2.3-Dimethylnaphthalene 
Tota 1 JP8 
Component 
p- t-Tolucnc 
1,2, -Tr,. thylbenzene 
lndan 
1,, -Tnc h lbcnzene 
- thylnaphth 1 ne 
-1 thyl ph h lenc 
Ph vlcy lohc anc 
- thyln phthalenc 
2, -D,mcthylnaphthale ne 
Total JP 
salt Marsh 
K r 2 
- 12. 1 . 172 
-6 .6 . Ot> 
- 27 . 1 . 18 
190. 7 . 622 
5 .o . 978 
5~.3 .97 
228 . 2 • 72 
1 5.5 . 9 6 
201.l . 94 













































h I n hren 
otal OM 
Cor:1ponent 
alt Mar h 
K r 2 
46.0 .63 
37. 2 .506 
73.3 • 742 
91.l . 8lt3 
191.8 .8 8 
03.9 .9U 
4 .6 .Yo 
2 b . 1 .8 2 
57 • 5 • IJ7 
6 7 .4 .97 
99.7 .80 
ontmor111 on i te 
r2 
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TABLE 12. MF2 SIMULATION MIXTURE IN SALT WATER. 
Poropotan 
Component Salt Marsh Haynes Pond R1ver 
K r2 K r2 K r2 
1,2,3,4-Tetramcthylbenzene 100.0 .631 15.3 .859 193.9 
Tetrcllin 90.0 .557 13 . 1 • 775 180 . l 
1- cthylnaphthalene 9Y.4 . 7&5 17.8 .88 2 .2 
81phcnyl 107 .o .812 24.5 .Y 71. 
1 3-01mcthylnaphthalene 1%.3 .924 46. 7 .964 76.3 
2 3-D,ncthylnaphthelene 187 . 1 .9U8 4b . 3 .Y4 474.0 . 
2, .~- / Tri mcthylnaphthalene 356.b • 41 9"J. 7 .%1 n .7 . 
Fluort?ne 148 . 1 .794 47.3 .878 443.J 
,3'- Dimethylbiphenyl 43Z.4 . tU2 140. 9 . 79 1 .2 . 
Ph nJnthrene 382. 1 .891 l . . 9 . 5 
To .. al F2 124. 8 . 774 25. 8 .879 
Montmori 11 on 1 te 111 i te oll ,t 
Component K r2 K r2 r 
l • ,3, -Tetra ethylbenzenc 77. 9 . O· 
h ,ralin 82. 9 . 561 U . 1 .007 2 .1 . 
-• ethyl naphthalene 59. 2 .6 2 0.6 • 07 ,. 
B1p enyl 27 .4 .49 1. . u 4.3 
1, -D1rncthylnaphthelene 92.6 .H4 ., .517 5.7 
2,3-Di methylnaphthalene 356. .458 3.0 • 77 7.3 
2, 3. 5-Trhiethyl naphtha l enc 84 .8 . 806 7. 1 .5 l .6 
F 1 rcnc 347.6 • 8 3.0 • 3 .5 
3 ,3'-Diphcnylb1phenyl 19 . 2 .Yb7 6. 2 61.1 
Phcnanthrcne 629.1 .321 9 .6 • 718 
Total DMF2 126.7 .6 0.8 . 1 7 
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generally have corr esponding low r2 values . In cases ere r2 1s low, the 
sign and magnitude of K is highly var iable and not significant . 
The reliability of calculated K values {which are cstima es o the 
strength of association of each fuel co~ponent with an a sorbcn) 1s 
dependent upon the accuracy of gas chromatographic analyses o soluti 1 
concentrations in a set of equilibrJtions of a fuel mixture sol ion 1th n 
adsorbent which define an isotherm . The accuracy and precision o solu ion 
analyses was better than ± 5% from replicate analyses o nmm mixtures . The 
value of K, derived from five separate equilibrations, has a less directly 
measurable error . Uncertainty of each point definin the iso henn depends on 
the relative magnitudes of the error in solution analys1s an the percent 
loss of d1ssolved compounds due to adsorption . This unc r inty 1s m1n1m1zed 
at fi ty percent or greater adsorpt1on , a condition that a sou ht in these 
'p~ri ments . Limits of th adsorbent-w ter syst m and o hydrocarbon 
)lu~ilitie fro1n the fuel ni tures prevented attarn .Pnt this cond1t10n. 
This occurred in particular for experiments with high equilibr·um 
concentrations of a dissolved hydrocarbon. Limits of GC me hods preven d 
analys1s of very dilute solut1ons . 
The reliability of K values is best estimated by the correspond ng 
coefficients of detennination (r2) . Those K values with coef 1c1ents less 
than u.7 have extensive scatter or nonlinear1ty. 1ch are no separable 
factors . The precision of K values dep nds upon th m it o an 
c I s1t10n of the fuel mixture . A srngle value o error c nno b appl1 
to all K values obtain din this work. Another est1ma e o th pr c1s1on o 
ch · could be obta1ned from three or more repc ts of ach adsorpt1on 
~soth nn. but this procedure involves great exp nse an produc s l1ttl n w 
1n or .at1on . 
Comparisons among the above tables between K values for dis illed and 
lt water indicate that the effect of sal1n1ty on uel compon nt adsorption 
is not large or completely nifonn . Th g ncr l ten ncy is or hi her · 
values with higher salinity, with this ef ect be1n most rono need or 
Po·opotank sediments . p ration o the ct o s linty o 
r lati e solubility and relative adsorption actors of el c cannot 
b done. However, the v r1ability o salt' ts on 
by ifferent s d1mcnts su th t the s lt cone ntr i 
or ent may alter the dsorbent surfac character1st1c 
equil1brium beha ior. 
Tables 13 ad 14 demonstra e the effect o sali ity on adsorption or 
s d1ments used an Int ese t b)es, means and st n r 
·i 1ons o valu ar i •n separ t ly for fr sh n s lt w r. or 
2- • t yln p thalene an for d1methlnaphthalen • Thes compo nds w re co on 
to st fuel mix ures, so the variation o bet een uel mi tur or a 
c pond c n be observed at salinities O 0 /oo and 35 °100. Since e uel 
m, ur s are dif erent. the stat 1stics report d re er to var1at1on of r 
u 1 yp , an do not estim te error 1n • d ination . The ' v 1 es 
both , - imcthylnaphthalene and 2,3-di hyln phthalene ere trea ed 
table as if they were a single compound. o e mixtures contained only one of 
the compounds, and t he use of data from either coopound w s j st1 ,e by the 
33 
TABLE 13. AD~ORPTIOt COtsTANT FOR 2 METHYLNAPHTHALEtE AT 20°c ANO tATURAL 




























































TABLE 14. AD~URP IO: CI ~TIT FUR DIMETHYLtAPHTHALE AT 2Uu ~iO' TU L 












































o~scrv 10n that K for ,~ethyl substituted aromatics in a particular f el 
m1xture is almost independent of the location of the substitutes. 
Inspectio n of t his table shoHs a rather small variat1on of K a • 
a .ong fuel r.ixt • res and an effect of salinity on a sorpti on wit:-i Porop nl< 
sedinent a11d a v-1ea'·er eff,ct with Haynt:S P nd sediment. From th1s, i .. 
appears that somewhat approximate Ks for individual compo~n s an be use f 
individual conponents of a released fuel, without major rnfluences due to 
overall fuel co0position, with1n the limits of fuel composition studied here . 
JP4 mixtures show the largest change in K for the compounds selected . The 
ddta supports the general conclusion that K values are sli 1tly h1gher in 
Sdlt than fresh water. This is in agreement with the observat1on of 
Kdrickhoff et al. (1978), who found that K values for pyrene on a Georgia 
sed1rnent were approximately 15% higher in 20 °Joo NaCl than in distilled 
water. 
The polycyclic aliphatic synthetic fuels have a sinilar effect of 
salinity on K values for both the JPlO and RJ5 components, as shown in Tables 
15 and 16. 
3. DISCUSSION OF AOSORPTIO CO STANTS AS APPLIED TO HYOR CARB MIXTURE 
K values for systems of a single hydrocarbon with water and sor nt 
cannot be derived from K values obtained using hydrocarbon mi tur s. 
However, K values fro .n ,ni xtures appro i11ate s ,n 1 e c pound K a I u s for 
~yd carbons used in this study. This is supported by the rela 1 e 
1nvariance of K with fuel mixture composition and by the exist1ng literat re 
for single co~pound K values. Karickhoff et al. (1979) report for 
naphthalene is 39 and K for 2-methylnaphthalene is 255 on orth Georgia 
sediments. Karickhoff (1980) gives K for naphthalene as 20 and · tor 
Phenanthrene as 250 on a Mississippi River sediment. The resul s are in 
general agreement with the data obtained from mixtures in this study. and 
differences are probably due to the adsorbents used. It would be inter stin 
to produce isotherms of selected single hydrocarbons on the se 1 nt t 1i:11 
hr and use th,• ct) >t?tter define differences between K value fro 1 'Jl 
co pounds and trom mixtures . 
It is possible that the relati e inscnsit1vity o or a conpoun on an 
adsorbent to presence of o her hydrocarbons in solut1on is a ~onse enc o 
adsor~t~on being site independent and of sorbate-sorbcnt b1nd1ng orccs t~at 
~r s1m1lar for nost hy ro arbons. Th s, ach molec le of a so·bat spe ,es 
lnteracts with the available area of the sorbet ur ace to establ1sh an 
equilibriu m for that spec1es that is. to a degree, independent of oh r 
hydrocarbon species present . 
The K values obtained here arc, as e pected, sm 11 ith res pect o 
valu~s for the higher PAH on mid rest sedi nts reported by Mens c al. 
(1 8:) ) • 
R~l tions bet~~~, K values for the various comp un in th yn 1c 
f~el mixt res can be considered in tenns of structure, solubili Y n 1z 











TABLE 15. JP9 IN DISTILLED AND SALT WATER. 

























JP9 IN SALT WATER 
Salt Marsh Haynes Pond 
K r2 K r2 
418 .991 57 . 949 
1240 .994 375 .989 
Montmoril1onite I 11 ite 
K r 2 K r2 
145 .921 7 .978 


































JP 10 Component 
RJ!:> Component 
TABLE 16. HIGH DENSITY FUELS IN DISTILLED WATER. 
Salt Marsh 
80 .8~ 
1nu . 2 







70 . 972 
464 . ~b 
268 . 707 
368 .8 3 
360 .867 
237 • 793 




K 2 r 
573 .78o 
1 81 _y7,; 
2214 . 79 
1980 .99 
2011 . 99 
449 • 987 
2462 .995 
1ontr:1ori 1 i te 
K 
73 
5 . '2 
, .7u • 
78 .b23 
177 .8 
93 • 65 
2~ • 85 
etter made using data from isotherms obtained with single hydrocarbon 
soluti ons on adsorbents of more defined and uniform surface structure than 
~e sediments used in this study. The generalizations that arise from the 
present data are: 
1. K values are relatively invariant for a substituted aroma ic ring 
systen Hith a given total number of aliphatic c rbon atoms in 
substituents, regardless of the position of substitution. 
2. K values increase with substitution along an aromatic series. 
3. For similar solubility compounds, K values are greater for aromatics 
than for aliphatics • 
• For similar solubility compounds, K values ar cons1derably gre tcr 
for high density fuel components than for distillate fuel aliphatic 
or aronatic components. 
5. For unsubstituted aromatic ring systems, K values increase the 
increasing number of fused rings. 
The observations are consistent with the general descript ·on o 
hydrocarbon adsorption d scribed above. In p rtic 1 r, the c g ures 
ot high density fue 1 components can be expected to behave q He dlt ·r ly 
than distillate aliphatic or aromatic nolecules in solution orbent 
sur ·ac0s. 
4. ru)s RPTlU cot STA, TS AT OTHEH pH A 'DTE IP HATURE ALUES 
The effect of altering pH and temperature on the adsorption o u ls as 
in estigated by comparing K values from single equilibra ion e pcrimen s t 
select~d tcmperat res and pH with K values from isother sat 20° , salinity 
0 °loo and natural pH. This procedure is ad q e to t ct I JOr p or 
temperature effects. A nore sensitive comp r ison col be m d if c mplc 
isotherms were done at the various pH and temp ra ure con it10 , ut the 
results reported her do not justify th1s expend1ture o time and ort . 
All adsorbents except kaolinite and Poropotan· Rivers d1 n 
originally basic, and two acidified solutions were teste • aol 
acidic solutions, so two more basic solutions were t•s d . Te 
se i 1ent was near neutral~ adjustments were ma to ro uce bo d 
lO\'Cr pH values. pH Has generally kept in the range o - 0 , w 
possible environmental values. The practical difficulties in mcasur1n 
~ediment pH relate to sediment particle e ects on re erence c 11 l1qu1d 
Junction potentials. All measurements here r made with both electrodes 1n 
the supernatant liquid above the centrifuged sedi nt. 
K values for components of JPS and JPS simulation m, tures at 
values are presented in Tables 17 and 18. The probable rror o 
constants, from single equilibrations, is grca r than that from 
isotherms, but the results show no e ect of change 1n 
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TABLE 17. EFFfCT OF prl Arm TEMPERATURE or~ JP!:> SI lULAT I r 
Salt Marsh 
1




Naphtha 1 ene 
2-1ethylnaphthalene 
Bi phenyl 
2,6-0iMc naphth . 
2,3-DiMe naphth. 





tiaphtha 1 ene 
2-.lethyl naphthalene 
81phcnyl 
2 ,b-OHlc naphth . 
2,3-DiMe naphth . 
Total JPS 
1,3,5-T riMebenz. 




2- ictllyl.,Jphtha lcne 
8iphenyl 
2 ,6-a;: ~e naphth . 
2,3-DiMe naphth . 
Total JPS 
* t~atu ra l pH 
Dist.* 
5.46/2Uu 6.61/20° 8.05/20° 8 .05/'0° 7.95/5° 
30.U 16.9 46.0 46.0 26. 2 
38.7 37.4 41.0 41.0 38.0 
40.6 32. 5 52.0 52.0 J9 .4 
37. 1 25.9 66.0 66.0 32.8 
46. 0 21.5 27.0 27.0 27.8 
73.2 55.9 84.0 84.0 153. 3 
71. 1 60.3 100. 0 lU0.0 34. 1 
161.6 177.2 197.0 197.0 413.0 
153. 5 172.3 192.0 192.0 274. 7 
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9/20° 7. 50/20° 7. J0/20° 7. 0/J 0 7. 50/30° 
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2,6- 0,Me naphth. 









2,5-DiMe naph h. 






l'aphtha 1 ene 
2-Methylnaphthalene 
B1phenyl 
2,6-0i e naphth. 
2,3-Di 4e naphth. 
Total JPS 
Montmori 11 oni te 
Dist .* 





















































6.02/20° 7.25/20° d.85/20° 8.85/20° 8.85/5° 
0. 4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.8 
o.4 o.4 o.5 o.~ o.9 
.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 1.0 
U.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.9 
u.3 0.4 0.2 U.2 J.9 
u.7 o.7 1.0 1.u o.7 
0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 0. 
1.7 1.0 2.0 2.0 
0.8 0.8 2.0 2.0 
0.4 0.4 U.4 U.4 0.8 
Kao 1 i nite 
Dist.* 




















































































2,3-DiMe naphth . 
Total JPS 
P- t oluene 
1,2 -Tri 1ebcnz. 
I. dan 
1, , - r1 c. tbenz . 
2- \ethyl naphthalene 
1-, · ... ~hyl naphtha 1 ene 
Phenyl _clohexane 
2- thyln 1 hthalene 
2,3-Di e aphth . 
Total JP~ 
P-Et Toluene 









* Natural pH 
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4 . 0 
47.0 
70.0 . 






















































TABLE 18. EFFECT OF pH AND TEMPERATURE ON JP8 SIMULATION MIXTURE 
(COt TU LIED). 
Montmorillonite 
* 
4.37/20° 7. 32/20° 9.6/20° 9.6/20° 9.6/30° 9.6/5u 
P-Et Toluene 4.Ll 5.3 10.0 10.0 1 4 .5 10.7 
1,2.4-TriMebenz . 4.6 5.0 9.0 9.0 13.9 lU .5 
lndan 2.3 2.8 8.0 8.0 11.8 8 .8 
1,3,!:>-TriEtbenz. 60.0 67.0 59.0 5 .u 4. U 3 .0 
2-Mcthylnaphthalene 20.0 23.U 24.0 24 .0 32.0 2Z.U 
1-MLthylnaphthalene 16.8 19.U 20.U 20.0 28.0 21.0 
Phenylcyclohexane 9b . O 92.0 78.0 78.0 90.0 57. 
2-Ethylnaphthalene 61.0 67.0 56.0 56.0 7-:, . J 48.0 
2,3-J, e naphth . 87.0 90.U 64. 0 64.0 
., 47.0 . 
Total JP8 6.6 7.5 14.0 14.0 lc .8 12.2 
111 i te 
* 
4.91/20 7.49/2Uu 8 .85/20u b.85/2Uu 8.85 / 30° 8 . s.su 
P-Et Toluene L.5 0. 7 1.0 1.0 0. . 7 
1,2 ,4-Trit1ebenz . 1.9 0.6 1.0 1. 0. !> 0.8 
lndan 1.7 0.5 1.0 1.U 0.8 
1,3,5-TriEtbenz. 1.7 0.8 2.0 2.0 l.Z 
2- 4cthylnaphthalenc 1.2 1.2 1.U 1. 1. 
1-~\ethyl naphthalene 1. 2 1.1 i .o l.U 1.1 
Pbenylcyclohexane 2.0 1.9 2.U 2.0 1.2 
2-lthylnaphthalene 2.0 2.L) 1.0 l. u . .5 
2,3-0iMe naphth. 2.8 2.3 2.0 2.0 ! .6 2.8 
Total JPS 1.8 0.8 1.0 1. 0 0 . :> 0.9 
Kaolinite 
* 
5. 5/ 2ou 7 .05/ 20° 10.10/20° 5. 5/ 5. 5/ 5u 
P-Et Toluene -U .1 2. 1.2 - U. l. 1.0 1.0 
1,2,4-TriMebenz. -0.1 2.6 1.1 - . l 1.0 .u 
Indan - 0.2 2.3 1.0 -0 . 2 0.8 U.9 
1,3,)-TriEtbenz. 3.0 6.9 3.U 4.0 :3.2 
2-Methylnaphthalene 0.3 3.2 0.7 0. 3 .z 1.4 
1-Methylnaphthalene 0. 3 3.0 0.8 0.3 1.1 
Phenylcyclohexane 3.0 7.4 0.6 3.0 4.2 
2-Ethylnaphthalene 1.0 5.1 0.7 1.0 2. 3 .4 
2,3-DiMe naphth. 4.0 6 .1 o.~ 4.0 4. 5.2 
Total JPS 0.03 2.8 1.0 0.0 1.2 1.1 
* r atural pH 43 
should not be highly dependent on adsorbent surface charge . The d1fte ·enccs 
between K values at different pH are probably caused by experi mental rror 
rather than pH change. It is possible that pH-sensitive adsorption ld be 
observed if the pH was adjusted outside the range used, thereby causing rapid 
major structural alteration of the adsor~ent aluminosilicate framewor . Such 
considerations are probably irrelevant here because the natural pH u. 
scdim nt suspensions encountered during fuel exposures will usually b 
between 6.0 and 8.5. 
Table 17 and 18 show K values obtained at natural pH 1 distilled water 
for te ~peratures of 5°C and 30°C; each is based on a single equilibration . 
hen these results were co11pared with those from five-point isotherms at 
natu al pH and 2 °C in distilled water, a situation similar to that for pH 
variation was fond . K values of fuel components showed no discern,~lc trend 
vii th te '"'perature, and 1 arge changes in K values with temperature Here not 
o~served . Since the mechanism of hydrocarbon uptake by the adsorbent fror. 
mixtures is unkno\,n, it is not possible to justify the observed temperat re 
effects by any theoretical consideration. 
s. vAqIATIUr OF ADSORPTION cmSTA, TS WITH ADSORBENT ORG r C T .T 
The effect of organic matter content of sediments on adsorption of 
non-polar orsanic compounds hds been the subject of considerable research , 
but satisfactory and generally applicable conclusions ha e not been reached . 
Several Horkers have proposed equations relat,ng sedi ment total organ1c 
content with K va 1 ues. 'ari ckhoff et a 1 • (197Y) propose Koc va ues for 
sediment fine particles, where Koc equals the experimen ally measured K 
multiplied by the sediment organic content. They stated tha • for a 
particular sc irncnt type, the adsorption constants on each sample o thdt 
S'dimcnt w re solely a function of the organic carbon content of th t sample. 
It w conclude that d1tfcrcnccs in adsorpt1on are mainly r I te o 
su1im,nt orq,uiic contcn • Chiou ct al . (1979) propo •d th t rp 10n of 
n npolar chlorin ted hydrocarbons by soils is governed by p I t1t1on1n~ 
b1.tw en the ,ater solution and the so1l organic matter. n,ey s u d orq n1c 
my ter is the principal adsorbent and presented some dat to upport he1r 
argu ~nt. Means (1Y8Ua) fou d a correlation between his meas re dsorption 
constants ad sediment total organic carbon . There is now a tendency to 
assu that a functional relation between organic content of a clay so ·1 or 
sediment sample and adsorption constants holds without exception . 
The results presented i Tables 17 and 18 do not su port a uni ersal 
correlation bct\~ecn organic c ntent and K, even for a particular se i.ncnt 
"type." In th~ uthor's opin1on. 1t is not possible o obtain t o sc 1 nt 
samples of th~ s ,,e "typ•" with ditferinc organic cont nts. !)on pr1or wor 
should be considered before discussing detailed results ro~ his pro 1 
Greenland and Hayes (1931) observed that the bin irg of a compound to a soil 
may be corrcl tcd with organic rntter in ne soil, bu n t in nothcr. ue to 
differences in hu,nification, ef ect of cations or struct ral di · erences in 
soil organic mJterial . They treat the correlation bet ccn so1l organics and 
K values as c ,pirical and only applicable to some so1ls . Goring ard Ha~aker 
(1972} propose that, in some cases, m1neral phases of s01ls make a 




is a significant adsorption of many conpounds after renoval of soil organic 
carbon by H202 \~et oxidation . Adsorptive sites other than soil organic 
matter are implicated in this argument. Means et al . (1980b) encountcre 
difficulty with the above correlation and noted that a sediment with very ow 
carbon content gave a high K value . They suggest that this is caused by the 
presence of montmorillonite clay , thereby introducing a new sediment 
variable, clay mineral content . Another sediment had hi~h organic content 
but gave a l0\-1 adsorption that is "difficult to explain . " Such exceptions to 
a correlation and the unsatisfying exclusion of clean nineral surface$ rorn 
the descriptive picture of hydrocarbon adsorption by soils and sedimen s c st 
doubt on the correlation's generality . If the correlation holds, se 1ncnts 
with organic mater removed should not significantly adsorb hydrocarbons froin 
water . Adsorption on clay minerals should be more dependent on organic 
content of the (necessarily impure) mineral source bed than on the structure 
of the particular clays . Finally , adsorption of hydrocarbon fuel cor.iponents 
by the sediments used should occur in amounts directly dependent on the to al 
organic contents of the sediments . 
Table 19 presents K values for oxidized (wet H2U2) and un x1dized sieved 
marsh sediment for the fuel mixtures used in this program. This oxidation 
lowered the sediment total organic carbon content fror.i 1.83..o to U. 3~, and 
t he small amount remaining was probably quite refractive and a tcred fr m 
original composition . Differences between oxidized and not o i 1zed 
condition K values were generally sMall for total fuel compon n s of c ch 
fuel . For the lighter fuel components of each fuel w1th low K values, 
adsorption often increased after oxidation, while for heavier l c mp ne s 
K values decreased after oxidation . The reason for th1s beh vior 1s un· own. 
In general , the high density fuels were similar to heavier components of 
distillate fuel mixtures in their response to sediment o idat1on . 
The results obtained here indicate that organic carbon ntent c nnot e 
used to predict hydrocarbon adsorption . Also, doubts are cast on the 
proposed partitioning of Chiou et al . (1979) . Adsorption on the 
montmorillonite , with little organic carbon, closely approache the 
adsorption measured on the natural sediments in many cases . This wold be 
impossible if adsorption only occurs on organic material 1n sediments. 
Correlation of adsorption with total organic matter appe rs s1mpl1st1c 
when the complexity of the adsorbent is considered . A sorbate hy rocarbon 
nolecule encounters clay mineral surfaces amorphous me al o ·i e sur lces. 
hu~,c acid (unresolved but var1able in co~posit1on) recent b10 en1c 
~olecules and polymers (co~position dependent on local lora and a). 
indigenous microorgan,sns, along with many other silicate minerals . 
correlation may sometimes be found, but no mechanistic prcdict10ns or 
generalization to other sediments should be made. One also finds a good 
correlation between sediment ~ontnorillonite content and hydrocarbon 
adsorption . It does not follow that montmorillon,te is necessary or 
hydrocarbon adsorpt1on. 
Since the validity of an organic carbon content correla ,on with el 
component adsorption is in doubt , the exercise has not been done w1th 
sediments and fuel s used here . The general order of fuel adsorpt1on strength 
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TABLE 19. EFFECTS OF REDUCTION I ORGANIC CARBON CONTENT (COi Tir UEO). 
MF2 
MF2 Component K (not oxidized} K (oxidized) 
1,2,3,4-Tetramcthylbenzene 29 ' <:J 
Tetralin 23 4 
1-Methylnaphthalene 41 48 
Bi phenyl 53 39 
1,3-0imcthylnaphthalene 105 74 
2,3,-0i methylnaphthalene 106 70 
2,3,5-Trimethylnaphthalene 206 113 
Fluorene 92 49 
3,3'-0imethylbiphenyl 243 123 
Phenanthrene 236 137 
Total MF2 38 5 
JPlO Tetrahydrodicyclopentadiene 253 37 
RJS Oehydro-H N 1071 
HXX 1172 
HNN 1234 
Total RJ5 1223 
JP9 Tetrahydrodicyclopentadiene 232 894 
HNN 1871 
RJ6 Tetrahydrodicyclopentadiene 248 171 
Total RJ5 Components 1422 81 
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by sediments is Poropotank River> Salt Marsh > Haynes Pond. This order 1s 
in agreement with the sediment or ganic cont ent s, but this is considered a 
point of interest rather than el uci dat ion of an adsorption mechanisn. It is 
not recorrrncnded that sediment organi c carbon content be used to predic t the 
behavior of fuel releases . 
6. REVERSIBILITY OF ADSORPTION 
Reversibility of adsorption was determined by altering an adsorpt1on 
equilibrium by decanting the aqueous solution and replacing with clean wa er . 
A new adsorption equilibrium was then attained . Single equilibration K 
values were calculated for adsorption equ1librium before and after dilution . 
Reversibility is indicated if differences beh,een the tHo 1-- values are sr.iall . 
These 1-- values are shown in Table 20 for simulated MF2 cor.,ponents and marsh 
sed1mcnt. It is apparent that two K values are quite sim1lar and the 
standard deviations overlap . The adsorption of fuel conponents thus occurs 
reversibly, and the slight differences in K values are attributed to errors 
1n s i ngle equilibration K val ues rather than irreversible adsorption . 
e ersible adsorption can be anticipated for hydrocarbon fuels used 
here , because chemisorption (strong bonding between sorbate and sorbent) does 
not occur with light hydrocarbons . Strong evidence that equili~riur.1 was 
reached in the adsorption experiments reported here is provided by the fact 
that approach to equilibrium from adsorptio n and desorption produced similar 
K val ues . 
7. MODEL FUEL SPILL EXPERIMENTS 
A series of model fuel spi 11 experi rnents 1~cre conducted to detenni ne 
whcth r se 11,ents affect the behavior and fate of fuel components in a 
s1tua 10n of exposure to weather and natural sunlight, and of tree exchange 
bet~ecn the liquid phases and the atmosphere. Prot ct1on from ra1n was 
provi d d . These experiments allowed vapor losses of fuel cor.1ponents to occur 
and were conducted with JP4, JPS and JPY complete fuels . JP a JPS were 
selected because they contain most hydrocarbons in the range of this s udy, 
and JP9 was selected because it contains a mixture of dicyclopen adiene and 
dinorbornad1ene fuels and represents JPlO and RJS satisfactorily . 
Model fuel spills were done with and without Haynes Pon cd1 en , and 
concentrations of dissolved fuel components in the aqueous layer 1n each 
sp1l l experi ~ent Here detenn1ned. Differences in concentratio ,s bet een 
spil l exper1mcnts for a particular fuel w1th and withou sed1 nt , i 
present, would indicate the effect of sediment on the model sp1ll . I ne~ 
cor.ipounds ~icre created rn either the scdim nt or no scd1 nt ase, th Y ould 
be dctec ed 1n water phase analyses , assu ing s1gnif1cant concentrat1 ons . In 
the desi gn of these cxpcrirn nts , concentrations of dissolved ucl co ponents 
approaching 1 rng/1 were considered significant . Each mo el 11 sp1ll was 
sampled after three hours of equili bration and then sampled ,ee ly or to 
more weeks. 
In the experiments with petroleum derived JP4, total dissolved 
hydrocarbon concentrati ons in i t i al ly were about l mg/1 in systems with and 
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TABLE 20. COMPAAISON F ADSORPTION A D DESORPTION K VALUES. 
Mean K* Mean K* 
(Adsorption) (Desorption) 
1,2,3,4-Tetra methylbenzenc 47.8 ± lU.5 58.4 ± 6. 5 
Tetralin 39.8 ± 9.1 5U.0 ± 5.3 
1-Methylnaphthalene 6 • 5 ± 13.8 71.0 ± 6 .1 
Biphenyl 88.0 ± 18.7 91.0 ± Y.3 
1,3-Dimethylnaphthalene 171.0 ± 28.5 160.U ± ~ -d 
2,3-Dimethylnaphthalene 171.0 ± 30.3 161.0 ') • .I. • 
2,3,5-Trimethylnaphthalene 314.0 ± 50.4 269.v 6.7 
Fluorene 175.0 ± 28.6 162 .o .- 24 .1 
3,3'-0imethylbiphenyl 407.0 ± 77 .7 .321.0 ± 3.1 
Phenanthrene 594.0 ± 193.8 421.0 ± 99 .4 
Total MF2 60.0 ± 12.2 71.7 :t 6.0 
* Mean and standard deviation of four detenninat1ons 
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without sedi ment . Subsequent samples at one and two weeks containea no fuel 
components at more than 0.005 mg/1 because of the high volatility of the 
fuel. The JP8 experin nts sho\1ed sir,1ilar results, with total init1al 
concentrations of about 0 .4 ng/1, which declined to less than O.OU5 mg/ 
after one week. 
The JPlO and RJ~ components of JP9 were present in the water phase o 
spill e pcrinents at initial concentrations which were lower than prev1ously 
nPJsurcd saturat1on levels . This was probably due to the short qu1l10rd ,on 
t11:1e and the small surface area of the fuel water intertdce . The uel 
conponents then separated, with JPlU floating and RJS sinking to for1 smJll 
droplets at the surface and bottom of the liquid 1n the bea ·er . After our 
days, the JPlU phase had evaporated, and dissolved JPlU concentrations were 
only U.04 mg/1. RJ~ remained, and concentrations of H , the pri mary 
compound in RJ5, had risen to U. 27 mg/1 w1th sediment and U.08 mg/1 ithout 
sediment. Over the next 25 days, Ht t concentrations maintained a level of 
0.08 ng/1 without sediment and 0. 14 mg/1 with sediment present . The slightly 
higher concentrations in the presence of sediments are believed due to 
collection of some coated sediment particles in water samples, which were 
incompletely removed by centrifugation . This was unavoidable because 
sediment and RJ5 were in direct contact on the bottom of the container, a 
situation that did not occur for other fuels . HXX and dehydro Hr components 
of RJ5 were present at 0.003 and U.002 mg/£ respect1vely . 
After four days, a group of new compounds was detected, whi h eluted 
later fron G.C. colunns than any of the RJ5 components. )evcra. compou~ds 
were present at levels over O.Ul mg/1, but one compound predominated a a 
concentration of 0 .82 mg/ 1 and remained at this value throu hout the 
experiment . The minor peaks increased in number and cone ntration until ay 
seven, after which they remained constant . There were about O compounds 
present at more than 0.01 ~g/1, but aside from the predo inant one, no o her 
was at 'Tlore thari U.3 mg/ • Thl! total concentration of th se compounds <1as 
2. 2 mg/1 in experi ~cnts with and w1thout sediment, although there were snall 
differences in the relative concentrations of minor cooponents in the o 
exper1nents . 
Mass spectra of the primary compound aris1ng in these JP9 mo el 
spill experiments shO\JCd that it had a molecular ion 6 amu. high r 
but was of simi lar structure . It appears to be an o idat1on prod ct o 
with one oxygen at om added, but the location of the oxygen atom cold 
derived from the mass spectral data . Similar oxidation products ere 
identified for HXX and dehydro-H r • There was at 1 eas one other 
(unidentified) oxidation product of dehydro-H • Theo her compoun s 
produced in the JP9 experiments were present at levels 1hich were too 
mass spectral analysis . 
low or 
Oxida ion products of RJ~ did no occur in adsorpt1 on Mca ur men 
because the equ1l1bration tine was too short and con c w1 h the dtnos h re 
was minimized. These o, 1dation products shold be con idered in mo 11n the 
fate of high density fuel spills invol 1ng an RJ5 uel or f el ract1on, 
because RJ5 sinks readily and does not vaporize rapidly, as is the case for 




1. In general , equilibrium adsorption constants of hydrocarbon conponents of 
Air Force jet fuels dissolved in wa er on natural scdinents and clays are 
small when compared with t hose of more polar organic compounds. 
2. The magnitude of the adsorption constant on a given seJimcnt is highly 
dependent on the size and complexity of the dissolved hydrocarbon , and 
bears an inverse relationship to the aqueous solubility of the 
hydrocarbon . Hydrocarbons of a similar structu e (e . g. isomeric 
dimethylnaphthalenes) have similar adsorption constants . 
3. Tne nature of the sediment has a considerable infl~ence on the exten of 
adsorption of dissolved hydrocarbons . ton-swelling clays (illite anj 
kaolinite) are poorly adsorbing substrates conpared with mont~oril onite 
or natural sediments . The organic carbon content of natural sed1~cnts 
has only a casual relationship to its adsorbent ability, and does not 
appear to be the sole causation of hydrocarbon adsorpti on. 
4. T mpcratur docs riot have a strong etfcct on hydrocarbon adsorpt1 n over 
t he range of temperatures occurring in natural aquatic environments . 
5. The pH of the solution is not an important factor in the adsorption of 
dissolved hydrocarbons on sediments over the pH range occurring in 
natural aquatic environments . 
6. Suspended sediments produce no measurable effect on the weathering of Air 
Force jet fuels with respect to t he dissolved hydrocarbon components and 
t heir reaction products . 
7. Increasing the salinity of the dissolved hydrocarbon solution from fresh 
t o oceanic salinity produces a small , but rather consistent , increase 1n 




Although adsorption of dissolved jet fuel co~ponents on suspended 
sediments does not appear to be the major environmental ate in fuel sp1lls 
on water, there is certainly a measurable effect. ~ince equilibriu n 
adsorption constants determined for individual hydrocarbons in mixtures are 
rather independent of the fuel mixture , and since the adsorption constants 
for classes of hydrocarbon types are similar , it is possible to use these 
adsorption constants in combination with other infor mat1on on jet fuel 
co~position and hydrocarbon solubilities to calculate all aspects of sed1nent 
interaction with a jet fuel spill . These interactions should be incorporated 
in spill modeling studies . 
Further investigation is also warranted on the interact1vc effe cts of 
hydrocarbons in mixtures on their aqueous solubilities. Anomalous effects 
were observed during this study. including deviat1ons from ideal1ty of 
hydrocarbon solubility, and, to a lesser extent, adsorption caused by 
qual i tati ve differences in the makeup of the hydrocarbon mixture . 
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